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State's attorney combats fraud
by Tom St. Amand
Staff WV(cor
When Subaru of America produced cars with axle-boots unable to withstand
the five months of snow and salt characteristic of Maine's winters, consumers
called the state attorney general's office for help.
"Who could sue Subaru of America," Maine State Attorney General James
Tierney said. "One person couldn't. A few people couldn't. We could."
About 35 people arrived at the Wells Commons Lounge at 7 p.m. Wednesday
night to hear Tierney speak about consumer fraud and the state's obligation to
consumer protection.
Tierney said that after World War II President Truman told America this
country had an obligation to consume, and if the government could pump more
money into the demand side of the curve people would spend more money thus
creating a healthy economy. People began to spend more and businesses grew lax
in their safety precautions.

Maine State Attorney General James Tierney.(Arnold photo)

"In walked a man named Ralph Nader," Tierney said. "He focused initially
on automobiles and truly moved people to the thought they may be driving
products that were unsafe.
"The corporations said they had no obligation to the safety of the consumers.
It was 'buyer beware."
Tierney said a consumers group began in the 1960s and any politician who was
labeled a pro-consumer flew through the legislature. Soon, consumer protection
had done too much to protect the wrong people. Laymen were hurt by the
regulations enacted during this period.
"Government can not, and should not, do all the things it attempted to do in
the late 1960s and early '70s," Tierney said.
"I think the first thing we should do is educate the public, but that only goes so
far. The second step is a mediation effort. Volumteers come into my office and
we try to mediate consumers problems without litigation. One of the problems is
there is a tremendous backlog on our machine. We're 200 behind."
Tierney produced a consumer-aide booklet titled "Pocketwatch.""Pocketwatch" was written as a book of consumer rights by a reporter with the
purpose of inforthing consumers of their rights. A reporter wrote the
consumer rights book with the goal of keeping it free of legal jargon.
"A lot of the stuff you see in consumerism is awful because you can't
understand it," Tierney said.
"It is an expensive book. It's in its third printing so we've sold a little over
2,000 copies. Subaru of America bought 300 copies."
Tierney said no other state has produced a book like "Pocketwatch" because
it's "a very threatening publication" to corporations.
"One of the basic political problems of consumerism is that when a politician
goes after someone, the only person who remembers the politician is the person
affected because he lost money. The beneficiaries will never know who helped
them."
Tierney is currently in his second term as attorney general and says his plans for
the future aren't decided.
"A third term would take me through '86, then I have a hard decision to make.
I don't want to be a senator or representative because that would take me away
from the state, so if I run it'll be for governor. I also love to teach and there's the
possibility of private practice."
Wednesday afternoon Tierney spoke to an Introduction to Law class about the
benefits of his job.
"Lawyers from all over offer to come work with the attorney general's office
with paycuts of $40,000 to $50,000 just because they want to feel like they've
made a difference."
After Tierney explained that district attornies could be removed from office for
mishandling their pc wer, a student asked, 'Who can stop you from running
amuck with our rights?".
Tierney said, "Basically, nobody. I'm the general, guys."

Fraternity eyes Brann House

TKE to reopen despite troubledpast
by Rich Gan.en
Staff W
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity
will officially return to UMO
Oct. 29 when the Beta Upsilon
chapter initiates more than 100
new members.
Founded in 1943, the UMO

Communique'
Thursday, Oct. 13
University Supervisors Advisory
Council Meeting. FFA Room,
Union,9 a.m.
Career Planning and Placement
Interviews."
Seminar. "Mock
Career Planning Seminar Room,
Wingate. 10 a.m.-12 noon.
Campus Survival Skills. "Take
Better Notes." South Bangor
Lounge, Union. Noon.
Wildlife Noontime Seminar. Skip
Spencer, Maine Department of
and
Fisheries:
Wildlife
Duck
"Continental
Black
Management Plan." 204 Nutting.
Noon.
(Continued on page 12)

Chapter had its charter rescinded
by the TKE Board of Trustees in
the summer of 1981. A Maine
Campus article (9/2/81) said the
discovery of stolen university
furniture by the UMOPD in
January 1981 was one incident
that contributed to TKE's
closing. The $3,500 worth of
furniture found in the TKE house
left the members with a $2,000
restitution fee and one and one
half years probation. This fee,
along with a number of other
unpaid bills, left the chapter in
financial difficulty.
At that time, said the Maine
Campus article, TKE Board of
Trustees Chairman Brian Ames
said, "The board concluded that
the present members were not
willing to assume responsibilities
inherent in running a house,
lack
of
along
with
a
understanding of the true
fundamentals of a fraternity."
William T. Lucy, associate
dean of student activities and
organizations, said there were no
university related reasons for
closing the house. He said it was
the decision of the TICE trustees.

Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity seeks to again use the Brann House as its residence.
(file photo)
After more than two years, the
TKE Board of Trustees has
decided there are enough UMO.
men and women willing to take
the responsibility- to run the
fraternity.
Tom Perry, a board of trustees
member, said the decision to

reactivate TKE was a joint local
and national decision. "There
was no deadline set (for the
return)," Perry said. "We felt
the period of time the house had
been closed was long enough and
we decided to open it again."
(See TKE page 3)
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Library steps repair delayed; Winslow,Alfondpriority
by Tim Srni;11
Staff Writer
Renovation of the UMO library
steps depends on two projects that are
of higher priority, said Thomas Cole,
director of UMO's physical plant.
"It's still a priority item as it was last
spring, but it's not on the top of the
list," Cole said.
Two other projects have demanded
attention and, therefore, will receive
funding ahead of the library steps, he
said.
"Work needs to be done at Winslow
Hall and also at Alfond Arena before
we can start on the library.
"In —Spite of the deteriorating
conditions at the library, both of these
projects are more important and their
solutions are more easily realized then
Fogler's," he said.

—•

Cole said the problem at Alfond is
top priority. There is a rot problem
endangering the building's structural
stability.
"If you look cl
-you ci see some
so
n the outside of the
:rovwari supports.
"Our plans are to fix it within one
year, but we have not yet determined
the exact cause of the problem and
_action can't bukten,tintil
utt„,541‘,1d out
TIte actual ea-ISe," ne

Winslow Hall needs immediate work
done on some windows and there are!
masonry problems that also need
attention. Cole said.
Richard
Eustis, assistant vice
chancellor for administration and
director of physical facilities, said there
has been no funding request to fix the
steps.
"I know the steps have deteriorated
but there has not been any funding
request by way of (Vice President for
Finance and Administration) John
Coupe," Eustis said.
Cole said when the steps are re-done
they will be significantly smaller.
"Our approach will be to make the
steps substantially smaller. We want
something less spectacular that still
serves as a functional entrance and
does not detract from the aesthetic
quality of the structure," he said.
He said the cost of the changes
should be less than the $100,000
estimate of last spring.
"Last year we had an architect's
estimate of $100,000. That estimate is
high.
"We anticipate the substantial cost
will be the demolition and removal of
the existing steps. The granite that's
left over will be salvaged and used to
make benches, etcetera," he said.
p4Cole said there are also plans to
ii9Pfont area.
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Renovations on the Fogler Library steps are delayed while workers tend to more
urgent repairs.(Arnold photo)

Classifieds
Job

D'Lor Beauty Salons
Bette Clark, Owner
Broadway Shopping Center
Bangor, Maine 04401
Phone: 942-0088

OVERSEAS JOBS- Summer/year
round. Europe, S.Amer., Australia, Asia.
monthly.
Fields.
All
$500-S1200
Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC Box 52ME Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.4,

$ 1.00 off
shampoo, cut and blowdry
or perm
with Student I.D.

Re
Al

Lost

expires November 5, 1981

Brown cover check book w/blank
starter checks inside from Franklin
County Federal Credit Union at
Farmington. If found contact, Bruce
Moore,412 Penobscot.

Ot

HOW DO YOU BUY
A MIDNIGHT PIZZA
WHEN YOUR CASH
STASH IS LOW?
NOW THEW OCTOBER 31

THE

A861-101DPEQ 6110P

Uni

OF MAINE
Bayview Street
Camden

Main Street
Belfast

Main Street
Ellsworth

and our newest Store

West Market Square

Downtown Bangor

Make sure you have a Passkey 24-Hour Banking Card from any
Depositors or Canal office.
Merii0er
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•TKE

(continued from page 1)

Dennis Perry, director of chapter
show some class while doing it." TKE
development, is reorganizing the UMO
will, in fact, be UMO's 18th fraternity.
chapter. Perry has worked in every
Perry said the alumni corporation
state in the continental United States still owns the fraternity house and the
and visited over 200 TKE chapters
members will be moving in next fall.
while building 45 chapters.,
The house located behind the football
grandstands, has been leased out to the
Pry said he had originally meant
university for the past two years and
come to UMO last spring, but he "got
has been used as a co-op.
caught up while reorganizing the
Florida State chapter and decided tc
Brann House coordinator Mark
wait until fall.
Blazdel said he received a letter last
"The local alumni and I have been
spring from the alumni corporation
working with Dean Lucy for quite a
which said there was a definite
while," Perry said. "We felt the timing
possibility
TKE would be moving back
was right to come back this year.
"We had the strong encouragement into the house in a year.
of the university to return. Without it
"When I moved in a year ago, I was
we would not have come back."
Perry talked with those on campus under the impression that the house
would remain a co-op for five years,"
involved with students and fraternities
and "he got a great deal of Blazdel said. "The TKE corporation
encouragement to give it (reorganizing) was going to close the house for five
years while they waited for the old
a try," Lucy said.
brothers to leave school."
"Our administration believes the
Ross
Moriar ty,
director
of
fraternity experience can be a positive
one," Lucy'said. "We also realize they residential life, said there was some
can sometimes get off track, as discussion by the board of trustees
when TKE closed about needing four
happened before."
Perry said all his chapter officers or five years before the old members
would be gone from the university. He
have been selected and they will have
"on the job training" while learning said the university had a lease with the
TKE Alumni Corporation and it could
how to run TKE.
be cancelled_ by a notice at any time.
new
president,
Chris Stewart, TKE's
No one in the TKE organization
said he joined TKE because he liked the
- would confirm this statement. There
idea of going into a new atmosphere.
ow many
flack
becoming an 'instant TKE,' but things TKE Members remain atIJMO from
like that don't bother me," Stewart before the house was closed, but it is
said. "I just want to become a member believed there are less than 10.
of the 17th fraternity on campus and
•
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UMO parking violation fees may increase if proposed plan is approved.
(Arnold photo)

Violatorfee increase sought
by Patti B. Fink
Chandler said the receiver cost
Staff Writer
about $10,000.
Parking violation waiver fees may be
Tony Mangione, vice president of
raised from $2 and $3 to $5 and $7, the student senate, said the senate
said Charles Chandler Jr., assistant opposes raising parking violation fees.
director for administrative services. • On May 3, 1983, the general student
Chandler said the Traffic and Safety senate, recommended that "all parkCommittee recommended the increase - ing violations should remain at the
to the administration last spring. He 1982-83 level" and "revenue from
said this would "provide better fines should be directed to the
observation of better parking areas." maintenance of current parking lots
Alden Stuart, director of budget and and the paving of new ones."
Mangione said "I don't think there
fiscal services, said the revenue from
fines and fees total about $45,000 a should be any distinction between
year. This money, said Stuart, goes student and staff parking." He said he
woulcl 4,iae certain
into a general fund for "p.tag,$.4
._ believes
. - this
problems.
Irr
parking
budgeted
for.#''
people aren't
Chandler said another reason the
the UMO Police Department got a
central alarm receiver paid for from fees might be raised is that too many
people are not paying their fines.
the fund, he said.

ROSES
IN DECEMBER

Movies-To-Go

,pans.red by

The Maine Christian Association

IDEO CENTER
Broadway Shopping Center
Bangor, Maine 04401

Rent A Video Cassette Recorder Now
Affordable Rates
Overnight $15
each additional day $5
l-i011V1E VIDEO
includes 1 free movie
each additional movie $3
Open: M-Th,9:30 a.m.-7 p.m.; Fri-Sat, 9:30 a.m.-8 p.m.

Mt 764.

thuasdAy, OCT. 13
21

6:30pm

Basement Study Lounge, Chadbourne Hall

The life of Jean Donovan who went to El Salvador
i as a Maryknol I lay worker and was one of four
'L
American
,
women who were murdered there two
years ago.

Illki
Film and discussion will be facilitated by an
MCA staff member.

It's Our Birthday, and

Weve Got A Psvsznt For You!

ono
nit
University of Maine Memorial Gymnasium
Wednesday, Oct. 19, 8:00 p.m.
Tickets available in Memorial Union Lobby
10-3; Monday through Friday
Student Entertainment and Activities,
581-1802

I year old!
Our heartfelt thanks to the thousands of customers
who've made our first year such a success. We're celebrating and we want you to join us. Come in, wish us a "Happy
Birthday:Vico- itceive

10% OFF any and all purchases.
One Week Only, Oct. 10-15.
Greeting Cards Stationery Posters Stickers
Calendars Paper Plates & Napkins Blank Books
Paper Dolls Music Boxes Postcards Suncatchers
Crystal Prisms Photo Frames Address Books
Jigsaw Puzzles Whimsies Paper by the Pound
Etc.
49 MAIN • BANGOR • OPEN FRI. NITES
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World/U.S. News
Maine Reps hold ‘swing votes'
/

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)—An organizer for the Washington-based
Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy
said Wednesday Maine's two U.S.
representatives held crucial "Sw-Ing
votes" in SANE's drive to stop
funding for the MX missile.
Jerry Hartz said SANE and the
Maine Freeze Campaign are lobbying
constituents of Reps. Olympia Snowe
and John R. McKernan Jr. in efforts to
reverse the pair's earlier support of
the MX program.
As part of SANE's lobbying effort,
the group released an economist's
analysis that predicts Maine will suffer
a net loss of $101.8 million if the MX is
built.
Hartz said SANE organizers are
visiting the districts of targeted
"Swing-vote" congressional representatives around the nation.
Both McKernan and Ms. Snowe
voted in favor of the so-called
nuclear-freeze initiative last /spring.

ment."
and then voted in favor of an MX bill
McKernan said his vote would
several weeks later, Hartz said.
"Certainly the MX contradicts depend on/ whether President Reagan
everything the freeze represents," adopts /a more flexible approach"
during' thea current round of armsHartz said.
negotiations with-the Soviets.
c9ntrol
Hartz said McKernan and Ms!
the president has done that
'I
thMk
Snowe supported continued funding so
for the most part."
the MX could be used as
"I guess I don't think that 25 to 50
"bargaining chip" by U.S. a scontrol negotiaters, but said
/SANE //MX missiles in existing Minuteman
views such logic as fly,ived. He/ siles as part of an overall arms-control
agreement that will reduce the overall
predicted that once missi production
number of nuclear weapons is an
strts, there will be nçvfurning back.
'There' no way at you can turn it unreasonable position," he said.
off," he s id,'because bargaining . Depoyment of 25 to 50 MX missiles
"does not become a first-strike
chips alway‘s et built."
Hartz s
anti-MX campaigners weapon," McKernan said.
A spokesman for Ms. Snowe said
hope t,V meet with both Maine
she
was traveling Wednesday and
repre ntatives during this week's
relayed
a response that "she doesn't
congressional recess.
obviously
feel it's a contradiction" to
Reached by telephone at his
support both the freeze and the MX.
Portland office, McKernan said
Both McKernan and Ms. Snowe's
Wednesday he "would not vote to
spokesman said they were unaware of
deploy any MX missiles unless they
any plans to meet with SANE
are part of an arms-control agree-

representatives.
The next MX vote, expected withing
a few weeks, for the first time will
include funds for actual missile
production.. Hartz said, calling it "the
most important vote on the defense
budget this year and the last chance to
kill the MX missile."
In a related matter, Hartz criticized
the new U.S. — build-down" proposal
in arms talks as misguided and
ineffective.
The plan was embraced recently by
the Reagan administration, but Hartz
maintained it had "real problems."
"We all knwo that it's not the
number of weapons but the kind of
weapons that are important," he said.
Build-down advocates "are being
used by this administration," he said.
"The administration wants the MX
and that's the only reason the
build-down is being embraced.

,
,
Mayeral.ana..airates-xzauft PC-AfX.W40 issue
A

BOSTON(AP)—A black activist and a
white working-class city councilman
who say they have buried race as an
issue will meet next month in an
election that could make Boston the
third major city this year to pick its
first black mayor.
44,
Flynn,
of
Raymond
predominantly Irish Catholic South
Boston, andMelvin King, 54, of the
racially mixed South End, emerged
from a field of eight candidates in
Tuesday's primary virtually tied. Each
finished with 29 percent of the vote.
King led a "rainbow coalition" of
blacks, whites, Hispanics, Orientals,
gays and students, while Flynn hopes
his brand of urban populism will
return another Irish-American to
Boston City Hall. Blacks make up
about 22 percent of Boston's
population, and Hispanics account for
six percent.
In the spring, Harold Washington, a
congressman,
became
former
Chicago's first black mayor after an
election bitterly contested along racial
lines. In Philadelphia, black candidate
Wilson Goode is the favorite to win
Nov. 8 and become that city's first
black mayor.
"I think that calling Boston a racist
city nationally died tonight," Mayor
Kevin M. White, who decided not to
run again after 16 years in office, said
after the votes were in. White is not
expected to back either candidate in the
Nov. 15 election.

King, a professor, poet, community
activist
and
former
state
representative, said Wednesday that he
had "been able to change the nature of
the debate in this city so no candidate
runs on a racist platform. As mayor, I
will work to eliminate divisiveness."
The unofficial vote tallies put King
just one vote behind Flynn-47,432 to
47,431. Finishing third and out of the
running for the general election was
former radio talk show host David
Finnegan, who got 41,308 votes, or 26
percent. There were five other
candidates.
Flynn, sharing the platform with
King the day after the election, said
that although he still opposes court
ordered busing, he favors integration
of all neighborhoods. Flynn's South
Boston neighborhood was the scene of
violent anti-busing demonstrations in
the 1970s.
"The politics of divisiveness is
behind us. That's a chapter of Boston
history that is closed," Flynn said.
"It's not two cities; it's one city."
King benefited from a record
number of newly registered voters,
most of them from poorer areas. He
called
his backing
by
blacks,
Hispanics, whites, students and
homosexuals a "rainbow coalition."
"With the rainbow coalition, we will
color Boston beautiful," King said
Wednesday.
King and Flynn face a campaign to
distinguish their similar views and win

support from the 42 percent of the
voters who backed other primary
candidates.
Both emphasize racial harmony, job
creation, expanded rent control, better
schools and public health care and
wider access to City Hall.
"We have worked with people who
are tired of tension. We have worked
with people who want to celebrate our
many cultures," King said. "These are
people who are practical—so practical
they look beyond race."
Flynn said, "We will unite the

people of this city" behind his plan to
set aside jobs for city residents and
revitalize (Raying neighborhoods that
have stagnated during 20 years of
spectacular development of Boston's
downtown and waterfront.
With two outspoken liberals seeking
working-class votes among blacks and
whites, the city was left without a
candidate
representing
the
conservative, downtown interests.
Finnegan had been the business
candidate.

'Dangerous hairstyle'
costs punk rocker job
BRISTOL,
England
(AP)—An
18-year-old punk rocker, fired by Rolls
Royce on grounds that the four-inch
spikes of his hairdo endangered the
eyes of his co-workers, lost an appeal
a6ainst the decision Tuesda).
Peter Mortiboy, whose usual dress
included 18 earrings, a studded dog
collar, steel armlets and stud through
his nose, was repeatedly warned by
Rolls that his appearance was not up to
company standards, an industrial
tribunal in this west coast port was
told.
The luxury car maker dismissed him
from the Rolls Royce Technical College
and his $120-a-week job as an
apprentice technician when he began
sporting spikes in June, training
manager Howard Parry testified.

"Hii hairstyle represented a safety
hazard," Parry said. "The spikes
projected from the surface of his head
for some distance and an accidental
movement could have injured a
supervisor leaning over him."
Mortiboy, who said he used
industrial adhesive and glue to mold
his black hair into stiff, vertical spikes,
denied
that the
were
spikes
dangerous.
"They would be if they were three
feet long," he said.
"I mix with people all the time in
crowded nightclubs and I have never
injured anyone," he said. "I didn't cut
them off because I'm not happy unless
I look the way I want to look... The only
trouble. I have is sleeping. I have to lie
on my stomach."
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The Maine Campus is now accepting applications
for the position of Sports Production Assistant.
Job duties include writing and paste-up.
Applicants must be available for work on weekends.
Work-study funding possible but not necessary.

Help Prevent Birth Defects

Contact the editor or sports editor

di)Support the

March of Dimes

at 581-1271 or 581-1268.
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Commentary

Jim Sullivan

Goodnight Orono
I digress. Here I was back home visiting my best
friend, still in the region, and his wife had four of her
girlfriends up for Homecoming festivities and it was,
after all, Saturday night. They were going; I think
one used to be a Little Sister or something,
somewhere, and Bill and I, seizing upon the
adventure as a sort of lemiperverted pleasure, said
"What the fuckr-(We'd just seen "Risky Busines,
and a kid in the movie expounds upon "what the
fuck?" as a philosophy of life and you know how
affecting the movies can be.)
So there we were, trawling frat roylooking for
heaven or hell.
We found a lot of beer and a lot of brothers.
Brothers raising toasts to brothers, brothers pissing
by trash barrels, brothers introducing me to brothers.
Well, once, anyway. "He's not a brother," said one
brother to another brother of mine, "but he's a
brother." I got it. It was a funny introduction. We'd
known each other for a year or so, went our separate
ways, had little in common but yesterday. But I smile
well and I smiled.

Editors note: Jim Sullivan, former writer for the
Maine Campus and music director at WMEB, now
writes for the Boston Globe and The Record.

I won't say I vowed never to return. I hadn't given
it much thought, really. Left UMO in a flurry, fall of
'78, armed—well, carrying—a double-major degree
and cushioned by love everlasting. Girlfriend and I
(she used to be an editor at the paper you're now
holding; I used to get an excess of column inches to
rant and rave about the Sex Pistols) packed our bags.
We were off to battle windmills in Boston, together
forever. In the long run, it wasn't bad: We lasted
nearly three years and we both lived to laugh about
it, even still to share a drink or two in Harvard
Square. But when we left here for there we were
serious and we found ourselves in the middle of a
world far from the incubator of UMO. Rent more
than doubled, the family next door played loud
calypso music into our living room, and the idea of
"career" circled over our heads, vaguely,
threateningly, and every now and then landed with a
THWOCK:"Damn it, you're out in the world now.
It's time for action, a sense of purpose, upward
mobility."
All of which I bring up, basically, to say that UMO
quickly became pretty iffelevant, a bucketful of
memories, yes, but a place in which we couldn't
afford to dwell, and didn't want to, really. Although
the various UMO offices kept papering our
apartment(s) with this flier and that offer (amazing
how they keep track of the moves!), they all pretty
much sailed into the wastebasket unopened. No more
looking back, no more living in the past. Fast
forward.
So, of course, I had no idea that the first weekend
in October was Homecoming. I found myself here
for other reasons — brief vacation, family, a place to
get some overdue writing done without daily
pressures — and ended up being smack-dab in the
middle of Homecoming, my fifth year away from the
alma mater. Accidents will happen.
Q: What to do?
A: Frat parties!

•—
VIMCite

'Were we lost wanderers
of did weliaie-ipurpose in

I

this morass of mindlessness?'
'
14

'Damn it, you're out in the world
!=

now. It's time for action,
a sense of purpose, upward mobility.'

1

It wasn't exactly an obvious decision. I should
explain that during my days here, frat parties were
not the favored mode of entertainment. We had a
minor problem with drunken idiocy and jockish
debauchery, (We at the UMO Fraternity Board
would like to interject that Mr. Sullivan does not
comprehend the value of fraternity life. Fraternity
members have consistently higher grade point
averages than non-fraternity residents...) and the
certain clannish—'Hey, he ain't heavy, he's my
brother!'—behavior of said species. You know, you
can have friends if you want to, but brothers, man,
those brothers are special. And there was, hell, let's
be honest, the matter of the music—the area that I
now write about professionally. It was damn
dreadful. I actually pledged a frat back in '75—I
think I felt semifriendless and wanted to rent a few—
and withdrew because I just couldn't take Aerosmith
or Deep Purple. (Then there was the matter of
sleeping in an attic with 40-some odd guys in zerodegree weather...)

Ii
"•••••-•---

I walk up the stairs of one house.(Frat houses shall
remain nameless; I'm not a vicious man; or maybe
it's vicious but fair...) I'm wondering if I might find
Scott, an old friend-turned-brother-turned-ex-friendturned-apparition. Scott, from all accounts, had
been a fixture at this house.
So I'm trudging up the steps, Billy a few steps
behind, the women 20 feet behind. A lone, fuzzy
figure on the front steps yells to some brothers about
heading off, sees our five women coming up and
explodes with a "Ho,ho, ho" as in Christmas(Read:
the f-gender) is coming. The voice sounds raspy, but
familiar and, of course, right... "uh, hey, Scott."
We greet each other with mock glee and an awkward
embrace; we do manage to talk of a few things,
smiling all the way (like I say I'm a good smiler) and,
I suppose, I'm having a pleasant time in that
semiperverted fan. How for? Well, five years
after graduation an this is still the hill he's king of?
Or is that a bitter, tWisted rant? Let's move on. We
were greeted by a dwarf at one house who asked if we
were on the guest list. We weren't, humbly
apologized for being the vagrant party crashers we
were, and left, rather aware that this was the first
dwarf/bouncer that had ever rejected either of us as
an unsuitable guest. At another house, a bulging
brother threw down the gauntlet: Who did we know
here? Were we lost wanderers or did we have a
purpose in this morass of mindlessness? I smiled
again. Bill smiled. Bill works out on the Nautilus, can
bench press a few thousand pounds, and isn't really
the kind of guy most people challenge. Bill dropped
about five names. I dropped •athree. Still, no go.
Maybe we had read those names somewhere. Oh
God, I thought. At this point, a more cool-headed
brother, who recognized us, intervened, ushered us
into the inner sanctum (downstairs bar) and we were
in like Flynn. In where? Into a place where one
brother berates another's absence. "Where is he?!
We oughtta fuckin' root him out! The last time I saw
him was his wedding.
I knew this brother that was being berated. Last
saw him a couple of years ago at another wedding
(not his) and he seemed quite together. His career
was taking shape, his sense of humor was top-notch
(always was) and, well, it felt good to leave him,
knowing that — knowing that he'd survived the
transition. Not just from college to real life, as had I
(give or take a bit), but from the frat to real life.
Wonder if he knew it was Homecoming. Random
notes: The women seemed young, lost, horny and
helpless. Same as it ever was. The music, Michael
Jackson, Human League, Gap Band, was better.
"Faggot!" still seems the most cutting insult one
man could think to inflict upon another. The beer
was watery, but cheap.
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Do'a:music with a'worldly'sound
by Richard Rose
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On Wednesday, October 5, listeners in the Hauck
auditorium were introduced to a musical coalition, so
uniquely positive and diverse that one left with a
sense of musical refreshment. Do'a, the musical
fusion of the talents of Randy Armstrong and Ken
LaRoche, gets its name from an Arabic-Persian word
meaning: a call to prayer, meditation, chanting and
worship. Richly blending the sounds of more than a
score of instruments, Do'a performed with precision
and simplicity in a style so eclectic one may find it
hard to believe the group is no more than a duet.
Do'a's music is conceptual in form, drawing
themes from such things as nature, animals, the
oneness of humanity and even the Baha'i prayers
from the New World Religion based on the writings
of Baha'u'llah. The musical style gathers form from
classical, jazz and folk motifs from around the
..f instrumentation
6)
world. The _rnj.1tir4 (
nature of Dora.
reinforced the .7'ot-timelier
Juxtaposing all ilvadfaetors giyes Do'a a luxurious
sound that should not be missed.
On Wednesday, the set began with "Refresh and
Gladden my Spirit," a light and airy piece with jazz
flute influences. Next they played a work entitled
"Gathering of the Friends." Representing the
humanitarian oneness of mankind, Do'a tilizcd1--instruments from every continent,
chanting, synthesizer, calymba, balafone (a w( t
African "xylophone") played masterfully by Randy
Armstrong and a beautifully freestyle improvisational
piano solo by Ken LaRoche.
----0,..of the",
One of the more beautiful tcAte-po,-...
.*
evening was a delightfully refreshing'pieCeentitlth
46, .
itself
structured
"poem"
The
"Crystal Streams."
around the cascading sound of a mandolin harp
recalling the sound of a New England mountain
stream. Light bells and pennywhistles gave the sense
of birds and the wind circling the trees ibove the
stream. Do'a played this piece with refreshing trilllike melodies that were very crisp and clean.
V4'.1
Another invention whose influence wistaken -frog
a
by
Inspired
Dove."
nature was the "Song of fipe
pilgrimage the duo took to the Baha'i World Center
in Heipha, Israel. "Song of the Dove"
commemorates the beauty of Mt. Carmel. PlayedN
a quiet, peaceful, legato and ending with the soaci'd
of a dove calling in flight, it brought to memory the
meaning of the word Do'a through its reflectiveness.
A very free-style improvisational piece, with a
definitive 20th century flavor, exploited a unique
instrument known as an Apple-log Mbira. This
versatile musical implement is a very large calymba

The C' olden Scissors
132 N Main St. Brewer 989-1934

Free... Shampoo & Blow Dry
with any Style Cut
Mon-Sat. 8am-5pm Thurs & Fri evenings
by appointment Please ask for Kathy
or Helen. Present UMO ID

Introductory
Belly Dancing Workshop
"Everything you ever wanted to know
about Belly dancing, but were afraid to
ask!"
-Costuming
-Routines
-Make Up
-Rythem Lessons

do it

Some of the instruments played by Do'a

•

resonating througtaltoflowed apple log with leather
stretched over the ends which can be used as
--drums. The Mbira was made for Do'a by Joe
Ascrizzi in Freedom, Me. Ken and Randy made it a
point in the program to express gratielde to Mr.
Ascrizzi for not only building it, but donating it to
the group to make music.

EVERYONE IS PICNNG UP
ON PILQI PE S
WATCH OUT FOR

THE STUDY HALL SNATCHERS

Zii6-1;;.
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the 89 extra fine
Pilot Razor Point
marker pen writes
as smooth as silk.
Aaithe custom-fit
metal collar helps
keep that point
extra fine page
after page. When
it comes to a
Razor Point, it's
love at first write.

PILOT
a"..kr,/e at
Notionol Sponsor of NADA 'Jerry lew,s Telethon

THE OASIS

For Further
Info Call
947-2218

Workshop to be held
Sat., Oct. 22: 10 a.m..2 p.m.

University Bookstore
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Fiction:
March 21,1968
by Rodney Labbe

n the wet afternoon of March 21, 1968, Ricky Davis
walked out of his high school and found his older
sister waiting for him. Her Mustang was parked by
the side of the road, and he could see her indistinct form
through the misty car window. It didn't take him long to
realize that something wasn't quite right. Usually his
after schRol. Her absence
tivirce„
mother came to pick_44,
...tritssia-of them bad.
could mean a number d m

0

"Where's Ma?" he asked, opening the door and getting in on the
passenger side. "How come you're out of work so early?" Sue
looked straight ahead and didn't answer. She had been crying. In all
his 15 years, Ricky had seen her cry only once—and that was when
her old Collie dog died. Whatever made her cry this time must be
just as terrible. Suddenly he didn't want to know where his mother
her brother a warning glance. He
was.
Fumbling with the key, Sue looked understood exactly; He always underat herself in the rear-view mirror and stood. "Don't cross Ma and, whatever
started the car. She drove for a while you do, don 't mention anything about
before saying anything, and Ricky eyed drinking."
"That bastard!" the older woman
her with growing alarm. "Ma's at
home talking on the phone to Nana," said as she hung up the telephone.
she finally stammered. "I've got some "Just you wait 'til he shows his
pretty bad news for you and Judy. The goddamn face through that door. Just
bank told us today that they're going you wait." She glared at the boy, her
eyes red and puffy. A sloppy grin
to take away our house."
crossed her face. He hated it when she
that?"
doing
"What? Why are they
looked at him that way. He wanted to
Daddy
'cause
it
"They're doing
it, or
hasn't been keeping up the payments, take the liquor bottle and smash
with
head
the
over
that's why." She sighed, and her voice crack her
her
stop
her
make
to
it—anything
became strained. "Right now he's
the
at
grimaced
He
drinking.
stupid
downtown trying to make some kind of
her
with
up
put
to
having
of
prospect
arrangement with them.-I-hope for our
the
Certainly
tonight.
antics
drunken
sakes he can do something."
Ricky stared out of the rain-streaked stage was all set: a dreary spring day,
now this.
windsheild. What did it mean when a an awful day at school, and
she
sister?"
your
"Where's
bank "took away" a house? Would his
mouth.
her
from
flying
spit
demanded,
family be forced to move? And where
would they go? His mind raced. He She grabbed for a bottle of whiskey
By
was afraid to go home now. This kind that sat on a nearby counter.
fifths,
and
pints
her
hid
she
practice,
his
for
of thing was a perfect excuse
mother to get drunk. And if she had but today she obviously didn't care
poured
been drinking, there'd be an argument about being discovered. She
flourish.
a
with
when his father came back from the the liquor
"She's upstairs," Ricky replied.
bank--especially if he couldn't fix up
have to get Judy in a few
"We
this whole mess. Why couldn't he just
and then we're gonna take
minutes,
have paid the bills so none of this
Tom to have their shots.
and
Duchess
would have happened?
Dad's not home?"
come
how
Urn,
driveway,
the
into
Sue pulled
"Your father," she began. enuncleaving enough room for the family
as her
car. "Please let everything be OK". iating the words as clearly
at AlLe
still.
allow,
"is
would
Ricky prayed. holding his books stupor
he
home
the
back
get
to
trying
bank
tightly. The atmosphere was as grey as
work
christly
the
all
us—after
for
lost
Ricky's state of mind, and he could
I
smell the damp odor that rose up from I've put into this dump. To think
him!
like
bum
a
on
years
22
wasted
the
whenever
woods
the neighboring
weather turned bad. His younger He's always been noThing but a lousy
sister's dog was lying on the garage bastard to me! He's always been so
floor. He'remembered that the animals goddamned busy spending his checks
were supposed to be inoculated for to pay the christly bills! That bastard!
rabies that afternoon. The garage was That christly bastard!" She downed
mildewy, and Ricky felt uneasy.
the whiskey, coughing and hiccuping,
Inside the kitchen, their mother was and Ricky figured she was going to
talking on the phone, punctuating keep it up until she passed out. He
every sentence with a sob and running hoped it wouldn't take too long.
The phone rang, making him jump.
s through her hair. She
e lli
her fin gi
when they passed by. She turned to answer it and lost her
ignored
Ricky tried Otto look at her, but when balance, and Ricky suppressed a
he saw the sticky glass on the table, he horrifying urge to laugh. His mind's
knew right away that she'd been eye pictured her falling and then
drinking. Sue pretended not to notice. flopping around on the floor. He
Still, before going upstairs, she shot wanted her to fall. But, instead, she

'

tore the receiver from the wail and _
sent it whizzing across the room. It
barely missed him. He darted out of
the way, and it smashed into the sink
with an awful clatter. He had a fleeting
thought that perhaps his mother was
going insane. Sue appeared in the doorway and
spied the telephone. Her eyes met his.
"Are you all set?" she asked. He
nodded. Their mother said something
under her breath and stumbled into
the living room. Swearing again, she
threw herself theatrically on the couch.
The legs lifted from the floor and came
down with a thud. This seemed to
anger her even more, but eventually
she stopped crying and settled into an
alf.kcted moaning. When she was
quiet, Ricky poked his head around the
corner...his mother was asleep. The
smell of whiskey hung heavily in the
air, sweet and sickening.
"Come on," Sue pleaded. "Let's
get the hell out of here."
They made their way outside to
gather up the pets. The ride to the old
wa-s- made in silence,
Catholic school —
and Judy was waiting for them on the
steps when they arrived. She hadn't
reached the car before knowing that
something was wrong. She had been
feeling it all day, and though only
eight years old, her intuition was
amazingly like Ricky's. The blood
drained from the little girl's face as her
older sister attempted to explain what
had happened that afternoon.
"Oh please don't take me home if
she's drunk! I don't want to be near
them if they fight! Please, Susie!"
The animals were going to be
inoculated at the city armory that day.
The service was free, and the place
was crowded. Ricky held onto Judy's
• cat and waited in line with the rest of
the people, but the animal dug its
claws into his shoulder and then
dropped lightly to the floor. When he
finally found it, the cat was hiding
under a table between two cardboard
boxes. It was terrified. Ricky was
afraid, too. He knew there was no
way to escape the inevitable fight at
home. All he could do was push
himself up against the walls of his own
existences. He was trapped.
As he watched the doctor plunge the
needle into the squirming cat, Ricky
became lightheaded. The room began
to shudder, and for a moment he was
unsure of his surroundings. The lunch
he had eaten earlier climbed back into
his throat, leaving a bitter burning
taste. Somehow he managed to carry
the pet out of the armory and join his

two Sisters in the car. It was time to go
back and face whatever was left of
their lives together.
Riding up the hill toward home,
Ricky wondered how many times he
had climbed that very same hill. He
was only IS; over half his life had been
spent in the orange house at the top of
the hill. He teally couldn't remember
any other place. All his memories had
been formed there. It would be strange
to know that someone else lived in the
rooms they loved so well. Ricky
blinked, and the rain came down
harder and blurred the windows. His
vision melted as the first hot flash of
tears stung his eyes.
Sue's car turned into the driveway,
and they all jumped out and ran for the
garage. Their father hadn't returned.
Maybe he's afraid to come home.
Ricky thought. He wiped his face with
the back of his hand, making sure no
one saw what he was doing. He didn't
want them to know he'd been crying
over what happened. Besides, it
wouldn't have done any good.
Ricky followed Sue into the house
and tip-toed through the living room.
Their mother was asleep, but the
empty whiskey bottle on the floor told
them that she'd been up while they
were gone. Judy's foot accidentally
struck the bottle and sent it into a wild
spin. It tipped over and made a noise
that froze their spines. They looked at
one another in horror. The woman
moved uncomfortably on the couch but
did not open her eyes. Every once in a
sounds
gurgling
funny
while
accompanied her breathing.
"I hope she stays on the couch all
night," Judy whispered, backing
away. "I'm afraid of what's gonna
happen when Daddy comes home.
Susie, don't you thi--" Judy stopped in
mid-speech, and Ricky caught the
terrible sound of crunching gravel
outside. Their father was home.
Almost on cue, the woman woke as
if anticipating her husband's hand on
the doorknob. Judy rushed to her
bedroom and clicked the door closed.
Ricky and Sue climbed the stairs
part-way...just out of sight. When
Ricky heard the kitchen door open, his
heart sank. He knew something awful
was going to happen.
Their mother got up from the couch
and stormed into the kitchen. "What
the hell did they say down there?" she
blubbered. "Are we going to be able
to stay here or not?"
1 . A wave of disgust washed over
`
Ricky, and his stomach churned. Why
(continued on page 9)
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into the car and zoomed down the
(continued from page 8)
road. The woman, Ineanwhile, knelt
did she always have to get drunk? Why
on the floor and cried. Ricky watched
couldn't she be like other mothers? He
with glistening eyes and a pounding
silently wished all liquor cpmpanies
He was tonfused and miserable.
heart.
could be there to see how they had
a mixed-up urge to tell his
had
He
destroyed her. He hoped that the man
everything would be all
that
mother
at the liquor store would lose his job
hated her, but he loved her,
He
right.
and die of some loathsome disease. Or
too. They all loved each other so much.
better yet, he;iished with all his might
Why were things always different for
that he-could)torture her like she was
them?
torturing them.
"Sue, where do you thing Daddy's
"There's nothing we can do," their
going?"
father explained. "I was too late to do
Sue looked tired. "I don't know. I
anything. They said we're going to
don't care where he goes. I just hope
have to move out in 30 days unless I'm
he doesn't come back until we're all in
willing to pay rent till they find a
bed." She went up to her room and
buyer. I don't know what else to do."
shut the door.
"You bastard! You good-for-nothing
Ricky studied his mother. She was
bastard!" Ricky's mother shrieked at
lying on the floor now and wasn't
the top of her lungs. She flew at him in
moving. He could see by her breathing
a frenzy, pounding and scratching
/
that she was asleep again, but he also
him. He did little to defend himself. "I
knew she wouldn't stay on the flo6r
hate you! I never should have married
all night. He descended the stairs
a useless bum like you!" She picked
slowly to prevent creaks and crossed
up her pocketbook from the table and
the hallway to Judy's bedroom. The
beat him across the head with it. Pill
door was closed. He knocked and
bottles and change ricocheted about
paused, and when she didn't answer,
the room.
he opened the door a crack and peered
Ricky flinched at every "wump" of
in
the bag. Why was his father taking it?
Judy was on her bed reading a comic
"I'd kill my wife if she ever did that to
book. He entered and sat next to her.
me," he said to Sue, who said nothing
Her toys were where she had left them
• in return.The round of blows-from the
in seemingly happier times. It took a
kitchen continued, accompanied by the
hysterical screechings. Ricky stepped while for him to gather his thoughts.
"Daddy's gone," he said.
down and could see that his father's
could hear them
"I know. I
cheek was bleeding; there was some
screaming."
blood on the wall near the refrigerator.
"I'm not sure where he's gone to,
"You tramp! You'd better find
somewhere else to sleep tonight, or I'll but I hope he doesn't come back for a
have you thrown in jail!" She was on real long time."
"Me too, I guess. Where's Susie?"
him again, tearing great handfuls of
"Up in her room."
hair from his head.
"Oh."
"Stop it, you bitch!" he shouted,
"Ma's asleep on the kitchen floor."
and Ricky was surprised by the
Judy stared at him. "Does that
emotion in his father's voice. The man
we won't be able to eat supper?
mean
shoved his wife away. "You're crazy,
growling."
stomach's
My
put
you
have
you know that? I oughtta
we can eat anything
think
don't
"I
against
bumped
She
away somewhere!
bed."
to
goes
she
'till
shock
of
expression
an
dishwasher,
the
Ricky waited to hear what Judy
swimming over her contorted features.
say. She rubbed her eyes and
would
Ricky had never seen his father fight
to the comic book.
back
went
back until that very moment, no matter
on the bed for an hour
stayed
He
For
how badly his mother hit him.
He thought of his
moving.
without
even
boy
the
scared
some reason, it
where he was.
wondered
and
father
more.
"How dare you push me! Don't you He thought of his mother lying on the
ever lay a goddamn hand on me cold floor. But most of all, he tried to
again!" She hit at him with a loaf of understand what was happening to his
bread, but the plastic bag opened and family. Thinking about the future was
bread cascaded out in a wave. The difficult at this point. Whatever lay
man wade for the door and slammed it aheas was new and different and not
loudly behind him. He held a hand to exactly sOmething he looked forward
his face, but it was almost impossible to.
to staunch the flow of blood. He got
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Stop the hurting now
by Tom St. Amand
I bought "The Hurting" after
reading a story mentioning that
members of Tears for Fears were
heavily influenced by the likes of Peter
Gabriel and the Talking Heads. Hopes
of finding a clean sound that dared to
play with percussion and worked with
lyrics bordering on madness had me
putting money down without hearing
one note frgm keyboardist-songwriter
Roland Orzabal or keyboardist-bassist
Curt Smith.
On first listening, hints of Visage
showed up, but there was something
different also. Unlike Visage, Tears for
Fears sometimes sounds frenetic, like
it is4rimperative someone listen to their
words and listen with a serious mood.
Through further listening the
attention given each instrument is
noticed and Tears for Fears begins to
command attention.
The first cut, "The Hurting," gives
traces of Orzabal's and Smith's cause
when the two men sing, "Get in line
with the things you know/Feel the„
pain/Feel the sorrow/Touch the hurt'
and don't let go.”
The themes of pain and the right to
cry run in and out of Orzabal's lyrics.
about
the
wonder
Listeners
songwriter's morbid motivations until
it is discovered that Orzabal drew
much of his inspiration from the
broken home of his childhood.
"The Hurting" is a fine introduction
lyricaly, but its undirected sound gives
a feeling of melodic meandering. Are
we supposed to give more attention to
the deep bass, Orzabal's song or
Smith's wail? All three parts lead for a
short time, but none takes control in
carrying us comfortably through the
song.
In "Mad World," Orzabal's music
takes shape and begins to complement
the lyrics. A synthesizer figuratively

laughs while Smith sings, "And I find
it kind of funny/I find it kind of
sad/The dreams in which I'm
dying/Are the best I've ever had."
Later in the song Orzabal adds to an
understanding of his condition when
he writes, "Went to school and I was
very nervous/No one knew me, no one
knew me/Hello teacher tell me what's
my lesson/Look right through me,
look right through me."
Side one continues with a not-toospectacular song called "Memories
Fade," and an obnoxious tune called
"Ideas as Opiates."
Side two opens with "Suffer the
Children" and we're back to Orzabal's
pleading for the unwritten rights of
children. "It's a sad affair/When
there's no one there/He calls out in
the night!."
This is the closest Tears for Fears
come to creating a pop sound. Where
the constant siren-like synthesizer ruled
the first side, the second side begins
with a bopping beat that would sound
more at home on a Go-Go's disk.
The last admirable effort on "The
Hurting" is found in "Watch Me
Bleed." A haunting keyboard follows
Orzabal as he relates the reasons for
the torture he experiences inside, and a
high pitched synthesizer flits around
while the man almost cries,"Watch me
bleed/Bleed forever/It's not allowed to
be unkind/But still the hate lives in my
mind."
Suicide seems the solution to the
problem and the title "Watch Me
Bleed" only adds to that theory.
"Start ofthe Breakdown" closes the
side with an echo asking, "Is this the
start of the breakdown?" It's a nice
song, but so much less than expected
after hearing the power Orzabal can
possess when the frustration of
unanswered questions grows too big
for him to contain.
Overall, "The Hurting" is a good
album with few faults. As Orzabal's
need for answers becomes ever more
urgent, the music will onlyget better.
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NEEDED: Catholic men to work with the Glenmary Honk, MissiOnos.
,1 society of Catholic priests and Brothers, serving the poor of Appalachia
III Please send information about your winter volunteer progiams.
•Please send information about Glenmary's work with the ruial people
of Appalachia and the South.
Reverend Jerry Dorn
Glenmary Home Missioners Room
Box 46404
Cincinnati. Ohio 45246
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Now Watt?
—
hile many of you are surely elated by the
weekend's news that James Watt has
resigned as Secretary of the Interior, the
important thing to keep in mind is that there are
many people across the country who do not share
your sentiment. And while you may wish to think
Watt's resignation will clear the way to straightening
out this country's environmental issues you must
realize that it raises more questions than it answers
and that the environmental battle may well have just
begun.
Consider these questions for yourself:
—Who will President Reagan appoint to take
Watt's place? The current thinking is that he can
either appoint a moderate, politically acceptable
version of his first interior secretary(much like
William Ruckelshaus replacing Ann Gorsuch at the
Environmental Protection Agency)or he can opt for
a duplicate of Watt who knows when to keep his or
her mouth shut in front of the press.
— What about the environmental policies Watt
followed? It's no secret that Reagan supported
Watt's stances on such issues as increased coal
leasing and offshore oil drilling and decreasing
aquisition of new federal park lands. But 1984 is an
election year and although Reagan is not yet a
declared candidate, there is little doubt that he is
indeed running. Whether or not he is willing to tone
down some of the more controversial issues until
after the election remains to be seen.
—Can Reagan's opposition keep the environment
a hot issue? To a great extent, Watt is personally
responsible for making such matters the concern of
millions of Americans rather than that of a few
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special interest groups such as the Sierra Club and the
Wilderness Society. Many politicians, such as
Maine's Sen. George Mitchell, have built their
careers on environmental issues. When and if those
issues fade from Ore public's mind we could very well
see them scramble for another issue.
—How badly has Reagan been hurt politic-ally?
While some politicians may only have to look for
other issues, Reagan may spend the next year
defending his to-the-end defense of Watt. This, as
the fiasco at the EPA,is no serious political dilema.
The memory span of the Great American Voting
Public is in for a test, however.
— Last, but certainly not least, how well has the
national press behaved throughout the Watt years?
This is the one question that can be definatively
answered. The national press covered Secretary Watt
as an issue rather than a policy setter; they covered
what he said rather than what effect he had on this
country. Admittedly, from catagorizing people as
either liberals or Americans, through the Beach Boys
fiasco to the latest tomfoolery about blacks, women,
Jews and cripples, Watt said many, many stupid
things. But the fact remains that Watt is oyt(If a job
today because of what he said rather than the polities
he instituted.
That is in no w'y fail, objective or pnbiased. One
can only hope ttkat•sucth'practices impkoliebefore
Reagan appoint a new Secretary of the interior and,
_
yes, before he runs for re-election.
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Ordinaryacts
Maybe the key to a good life is
finding amusement in the ordinary
things that occur every day. I'm
well-aquainted with the pessimistic
outlook on life.
Take, for instance, the simple,
ordinary act of going to the bathroom.
All bathroom humor aside, bathrooms
can be fascinating, to me. anyway. I
haven't been in many men's rooms,
but I've been in dozens of "ladies'
,rooms." I detest the term "ladies'
room." It implies that all women are
ladies, and if the word lady is used in
the traditional sense, that I resent
being referred to in that manner. I've
often wondered if all ladies are
women. Aside from transvestites, who
may or may not be included, are all
ladies women?
The women's room is a world of its
own. Most women are estremely
polite to each other in woman's rooms.
It's really a marvelous institution.
Don't most women have rather fond
memories of the girls' room? In junior
high, it was the ultimate hang-out----t---The girls' room was the place where
the deepest, most intimate secrets
were told. You could learn in the girls'
room who had already gotten her
period (a very important thing when a
girl is 13 years old) and which girl was
going out with which boy. It was a
place where, those who had the most
"ovaries" would partake of a
cigarette. Remember saying, as you
entered the girls' room, "It's OK, it's
only me," before the guilty souls
stretched to douse their smokes?
And how about the women's.rooms
in_department stores? Take a Sears
store'. There are bound to be a lot of
women in there that have young sons.
Now, when anyone is three years old.
. it's rather traumatic to be left in a
strange restroom without Mom. Mom
has no choice but to take her little boy
into the women's room. It's perfectly
acceptable. But hive_y" u ever noticed
that every woman in the women's
room will turn and look at that little
boy? Either way, he can't win. I
thought I was really smart when I was
10 years old. Even though my mom
told me to take my tittle brother into
the women's room, I let him go into
the men's room. I spent the next
half-hour in the worst fear I had ever
experienced in my life.
My
three-year-old brother relieved himself
faster than I had anticipated and
decided to take a solo tour of the
Turnpike Mall of Augusta. How can
anyone justify losing a little brother
just so she could go to the bathroom in
peace?
Definitely the "most fun" women's
room of all time were those in the
• dormitories. I have fond memories of
17 girls all getting ready for the big
Friday night out. Most of us had
absolutely no idea where we would go
that night, we just knew it was time to
do something. Five stereos blasting
the same album, perfectly synchronized; young women taking their
second, or in some cases, third
shower. Most everyone was is a good
mood. I sometimes, no, I often miss
those days.
See, the humor is out there, you just
have to find it for yourself. It's so easy
to fall into the "life's-a-bitch -thenyou-die" attitude. Isn't life supposed
to be, to some controllable extent.
what you make it'?
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Response
No rule can address all situations

when writing
Fhe Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
-commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anonymous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel.

Construction in thinking
To the editor:
It seems a shame that local
politics has entered the realms
of our educational system. I
am referring to the proposed
University of Maine at Lewiston campus. This proposed
branch of the University of
Maine will be the eighth such
campus in the state. This
proposal by Mayor Paul R.
_Dionne of Lewiston and
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy
oV the University of Maine
appears to me to be either
short sighted or lacking in
resourceful thinking. How can
the trustees and the state even
consider developing another
campus of the University of

Maine when departments at
the Orono campus are in such
The
financial disarray?
proposed Lewiston campus is
approximately 25 miles from
both the Augusta campus and
the Southern Maine campus.
If the need for higher
education in this area is so
serious, why is there not more
organization of transportation?
The apparent neglect of the
quality of education by Chancellor McCarthy and the
trustees
seems
politically
fraught and devoid of the kind
of constructive thinking which
is desparatley needed.
Hugh Parker
Orono

A glimpse ofthe past
To the editor:
The recent student expressions of concern for the future
of the university compels me
to send you the following
glimpse of the past:
"State university students
dropped their books and went
to celebrating as soon as they
learned that the Maine House
favors over twice the previous
appropriations for that institution. The professors naturally
joined in the rejoicing and had
not the temerity to require

classes to attend to the work of
the university. The students
rang the university bell, all
gathered at the chapel and
speeches were made by
members of the faculty and by
students. Then, all formed in
procession and marched around the campus. Tonight
there will be a grand
celebration."
Lewiston Evening Journal,
March 9, 1907.
Charles Scontras
Associate Professor
Modern Society

To the editor:
carries with it sexual and/or
I read with interest the racial overtones. I ask that
commentary by Brooks W. journalists be honest with
Hamilton and Bob Neal themselves and recognize to
(Campus, 9/29/83). By this
what they are appealing.
time you are probably aware
It seems the real story
the grand jury returned a no behind the recent case on the
bill in this case and that your university campus is not the
reporters will now have to names or racial identities of
the the parties involved. The real
over
again
agonize
appropriate coverage to be story is how our criminal
process functions.
justice
given to the story.
In agonizing over how to People often correctly criticize
cover a story, it seems you and our criminal justice process.
fellow
However, it does occasionally
journalists
your
manage to dispense justice.
sometimes lose touch with an
The real story in this recent
important political fact about
our country. We are not a
case shows how police and
nation of "tinhorn" dictators
an
have
prosecutors
nor are we a nation where the accusatory function in the
government forces its press to criminal justice process. Police
and prosecutors bring charges
take positions. And, believe it
or not, as important as an an4.„make arrests based on
press is in
independent
probable cause, a legal
preserving these freedoms, standard far different from
proof beyond a reasonable
— there are, in fact, other equally
Beyond a reasonable
doubt.
guarimportant constituional
doubt means proof to a moral
antees.
One such constitutional certainty. The real story shows
guarantee is the right to a
how the State of Maine has a
grand jury which functions a
public trial. This means
protective shield for those
courtrooms are open to any
crimes.
The
citizen who is interested. Just chargedwith
because the press exercises grand jury, made up of 22
form
Penobscot
restraint in its coverage in the citizens
of County, meets monthly to
area
sensitive
review evidence and decide
"acquaintance rape" and
which serious cases proceed to
refrains from printing the
trial. The real story shows how
names of either defendant or
his
retains
accused
an
victim, it does not follow that
innocence until the state meets
lack
story
whould
a
credibility. Any person who is its arduous task of proving
guilt beyond a reasonable
interested in our democratic
process can travel to the doubt.
The real story in this case
courthouse to obtain the
will never be the full details of
names of those involved.
Realistically, though, most "what happened" because it
would be impossible to fairly
people don't read papers to
about
democratic and accurately report the
learn
details and to know you were
Or
ongoing
principles
reporting the truth. In a case
as
as
complex
problems
as difficult as this one, there is
"acquaintance rapes." They
read papers to get the "news" no moral certainty. Ninth

grade civics lessons don't sell
newspapers; sex and violence
will. Why not report this case
as one where the state failed to
meet its burden of proof in the
context of the grand jury
presentation, and use this case
to assist the public in
becoming more aware of what
is an ongoing problem—if the
Maine
of
University
these
Aren't
campuses?
goals
journalistic
legitimate
for the campus newspaper?
There was never a legitimate
journalistic need to disclose
names or racial identities in
this situation. In some cases,
there may be good reasons to
do so. The reporter has to
make a professional decision
and acknowledge that there
are very human and tragic
consequences to his or her
decision. In the context of a
investigation,
criminal
newspapers should educate
their reporters about the legal
significance of the "facts"
which they report before the
newspaper decides what names
it prints. If the jounalist
exercises restraint and spares
embarundue
someone
rasment or loss of reputation,
then a journalist has done the
"right thing as long as the
journalist has informed the
public of the basic facts.
There are no easy answers
and therefore there can be no
hard and fast rules. Certainly
a journalist should have the
tools and the educational
background to make those
hard decisions, to appreciate
the
of
consequences
a
decision, and to understand
that no rule can address every
possible situation.
Margaret J. Kravchuk, Esq.
Deputy District Attorney

Don Linscott

Commentary

How was your break?
i, how's it going? How was your break?"
"Ahhhh, shut up!" Why does everyone
have to ask that question? They never
really want to know how you spent your break, so
why do they bother asking?
I'll tell you why. They ask just so you will, out
of common decency, ask the same of them.
I've noticed that it's always the people who had
exciting breaks who ask. You know the ones I
mean, those who went to Florida or France or
went white-water rafting down the Colorado
River.
I usually don't put people through the misery of
listening to a detailed description of my boring
breaks and just answer,"Fine, how was yours?"
People never show me the same courtesy. They
always go into great detail about how they climbed
Mount Everest or something, while I wallow in my
,
averageness.
Well, I've finally grown tired of being polite
and listening to everyone else's thrilling tales of
break. The time has come for me to tell my story,
so I'm going to tell you about my terribly average

H

break whether you like it or not.
spent my break in my fiancee's hometown,
Plainville, Mass. That's no joke, it really is called
Plainville. What better place could there be to
spend a terribly average break?
After an eternity of being violently vibrated by
our little Mercury Bobcat, we arrived at our
destination and were greeted by a sign which read,
"Welcome to Plainville—The Growing Town."
Just at the mere sight of the sign I felt a
powerful surge of averageness flow through my
veins.
We turned onto Walnut Street and almost hit a
decrepit, old dog. "That's Bingo," Robin said.
"He's crazy. We were always afraid of him when
we were kids."
I couldn't believe it. It was just too average to
be true! There I was in Plainville hearing the
history of a crazy old dog that used to terrorize
children.
We pulled into Robin's driveway and received a
warm welcome from her retarded dog, Clapton.
Robin claims he isn't abnormal, but 1 tend to

think that any full-grown dog that can't balance
on three legs to scratch, doesn't bark, and plays
with squeaky, little cat toys, has a problem. When the big, ignoramus canine had finished
slobbering all over us we moved inside where we
spent the rest of our break on a couch watching a
poor-pictured TV and throwing a rubber mouse
to an oversized mutt.
There we sat—Don and Robin Aver.
spending an average break, in an average hc
watching an average TV and playing with a bc
average dog, all in Painville, Mass.
And that's my story. I don't want to hear at
your exciting break because my break was
plain, old, everyda average.
By the way, if 3u happen te be an aspi•
columnist, I wa: you to know that it's d,
tough to squeeze
ommentary out of a town
Plainville!
Don Linscott is an average junior, journai
majorfrom Auburn, Maine.
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Circuit
Why'industrialpolicy won'tsell
WASHINGTON—September was the cruelest
month yet for those who want to chart America's
economic future. Their cause, "industrial
policy," took a thrashing from Right and Left.
Yet October, and the prospect for concensus in
Congress on the need for government activism in

Here and Now
Glen & Shearer
the economy, won't necessarily bring a better
reception. Outside the incestuous confines of
Washington and academia, industrial policy may
always have an image problem.
In a Sept. 30 speech in San Francisco, James C.
Miller, chairman of the Federal Trade
Commission, condemned the notion that America
needs a central authority to select and subsidize
industries most likely to be internationally
competitive. Miller warned implicitly that such a
body, "insulated from politics," would encourage
"despotism."
Only two days earlier, Charles L. Schultze, the
former chief economic adviser to Jimmy Carter,
had expressed his own doubts that a collection of
government, business and labor leaders could pick
"winners" more efficiently than the marketplace
without protecting "losers" against foreign
imports. Having challenged the very premise of
industrial policy in a paper for the Brookings

Institution, Schultze blamed recession and the
dollar's strength—not, for example, private
mismanagement—for industry's troubles.
The professor's critique came just as the AFLCIO was preparing to release a report echoing
many Deenocrats' calls for massive government
participation in industrial development. It could
only have been a blow to those who are trying to
inject credibility and clarity into what appears to
be a confusing and partisan concept.
Yet industrial policy enthusiasts face a more
significant obstacle to public support. That is the
highly-hyped emergence of modern-day Horatio
Algers.
Take Bill Gates. Eight years ago, while a
sophomore at Harvard, the Seattle native
concocted an easily understood language, called
BASIC, for programming personal computers.
Today, Gates' dorm room/lab has evolved into
Microsoft Corp., a supplier of software for almost
half Qthe personalcomputers shipped in America
and a $70 million company this year.
Take Mitch Kapor. Five years ago, Kapor
interrupted a career that had included
transendental meditation and psychological
counseling to buy a personal domputer and refresh
programming skills he'd learned in high school.
Last week, Kapor's 18-month-old company,
Lotus Development Corp., went public, basking
in profits ($2.8 million during the first six months
of this year) principally from the sales of a
computer program designed by the 32-year-old

Long Island Native.
Or take Walter Martin, Paul Moriates and
Andy Udleson. Two years ago, the young trio
(none is over 26) pooled savings and founded
Flying Foods to supply gourmet restaurants with
fresh—and imported—fish and vegetables.
According to Venture magazine, Flying Foods is
now a $3-million company, with offices in five
cities.
These successful entrepreneurs, and others like
Apple Computer's Steve Jobs and Fred Smith of
Federal Express, have come to rival professional
athletes and actors in star quality. More than any
disciple of Adam Smith, they've helped to
convince many Americans that free enterprise
survives rather well in the shadow of adversity.
Unfortunately for advocates of industrial policy,
such deification has only helped to sap their
momentum.
Industrial policy suffers for a number of
reasons, not the least of which is its proponents'
continuing proclivity for vague and often
impractical explanations. Everyone involved still
seems to have his or her own idea about what an
industrial policy should be. Moreover, despite
calls for a "national development bank" and
"infrastructure refurbishment," staff members
now drafting House and Senate industrial policy
statements aren't likely to give their proposals any
teeth in the present fiscal climate.
But as "losers" give way to "winners,"
government, not private industry, will ultimately
shoulder the biggest burden of easing workers'
transition from job to job. Managing that burden
may eventually come to be what indust,rial policy
is all about, and at some point even the skeptics
will have to take it seriously.

Plain Campus

by Scott Blaufuss

Communiqu
1)
Thursday, Oct. 13 (continued from page
CAPS Brown Bag Discussion. "BITNET." 1912
Room, Union. Noon.French Table. Yellow Dining Room, Hilltop Commons.
Noon.
MCA Noon Prayer. Drummond Chapel, Union. 12:10
p.m.
Sandwich Cinema. "Fitness in the-New Age" and
"Cops." FFA Room, Union. 12:25 pin. •
Career Planning and Placement Workshop. "Resume
Writing." Career Planning Seminar Room, Wingate. 3
Politically Speaking with Ken Hayes. Discussion on
legislative committees and how they affect the
University of Maine. Bangor Lounges, Union. 3:15
p.m.
CAPS Seminar. "SPSS-X, the Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences." 100 Jenness. 3:30 p.m.
Assistant
Colloquium.
Communication
Speech
Professor Eric Peterson: "The Stories of Pregnancy:
On Interpretation of Small-Group Cultures." FFA
Room, Union. 3:30 p.m.
Mathematics Colloquium. Caslar Stanojevic, University
of Missouri-Rolla: "Tauberian Theorams in Banach
Spaces with Applications to the Convergence of Fourier
Series." 206 E/M.4 p.m.
Graduate Student Board Meeting. North Bangor
Lounge, Union. 6:30 p.m.
UMO Judo Club. Gymnastics Room, Memorial Gym.7
p.m.
IDB Movie."Cat People." 130 Little. 7 & 9 p.m.
DLS. Professor Gerda Lerner, University of WisconsinMadison: "The Rise of Feminism Consciousness in
History." Reception to follow. 101 E/M.8 p.m.

Friday, Oct. 14
Discussion. "Vietnam: A Television Documentary."
Lown Rooms, Union. Noon.
Chemical Engineering DLS. Dr. Isao Noda, Proctor
Gamble Co., Cincinnati: "Simultaneous
and
Measurements of Infrared Dichroism and Stress in
Polymers Undergoing Oscillating Strain." 100 Jenness
2 p.m.
University Club Open Meeting. For faculty,
professionals and administrators. Peabody Lounge,
Union. 3 p.m.
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Sports
Rogerson praises Bears

and
trio
nded
with
bles.
ds is
five

by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer

(ball control.) We didn't want adesperate
comeback and -sure enough, the ball
game turned around," Rogerson said.
Coach Ron Rogerson said the
Rogerson said he - was not looking
football team's 39-38 comeback victory
to choosing the starting
forward
against Lafayetfe Saturday was
when Rich Labonte's
quarterback
extremely exciting for tbe program
injuired shoulder is healed.
considering the tough opposition.
"Mike Beauchemin (22 for 35, three
Rogerson spoke with reporters during
passing and two running)
touchdowns
his weekly press conference held in
in the last two
exceptional
been
has
Alumni Center Tuesday morning.
so I have no
won,
we
which
games
ball
"I told you last week that Lafayette
he said.
do,"
to
going
I'm
what
idea
was a good football team because they
until
know
I
won't
probably
have such a potent offense and can
until
perhaps
or
Friday
or
Thursday
hurt you in so many ways," Rogerson
final
my
what
Saturday
on
1:30
said.
decision will be if Labonte is ready."
UMO came back from a 24 point
"It's a real tough decision," he
deficit in the fourth quarter and
said.
defeated Lafayette on Jack Leone's
Rogerson praised junior Pat Murray
37-yard field goal.
caught five passes for 84 yards
who
Trailing 18-14 at the half, UMO
subbing for Matt Walsh at split
while
quickly found themselves in a deep
end.
threew,•.
hole when Lafayette scored
-- "Pat caught Vie ball exceptionally
times in the third quarter.
well and far exceeded the coaches
"We were down 38-14 with over 22
blocking assignments we
exceptions
minutes to go so we didn't panic and
had
the game.
to
prior
start throwing the ball around trying to
missed the team trip. so
Walsh
Matt
catch up," Rogerson said.
in the game.
play
didn't
he
"Lafayette came out in the third
"Walsh
better football player
a
is
quarter and had the momentum plus
(all-around) but we will not have any
we missed a couple tackles and our
reservations about putting in both
offense failed to take up the slack."
Walsh and Murray (like Jowett and
"The whole team was well aware of
at tight end)," he said.
Pickering
the situation but everyone remained
ahead to Saturday's game
Looking
calm and we kept running the same
of
University
the
against
type plays as we had in the first half."
he
said
Rogerson
Massachusetts,
he said.
expects quite a tough battle despite
The Black Bears shocked Lafayette
their poor record (1-4.
by not throwing the ball around and
"They have played some fine teams,
the momentum shifted to Maine in the
Holy Cross, Harvard, and I'm
Toledo,
fourth quarter.
UMO didn't have to play
glad
just
"We knew the breaks would start
them.
coming our way if we played our game
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Womenfallto UNH

41103 P

by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
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The women's cross-country
squad didn't start October break
off with the right foot or should
we say feet. The injury riddled
Bears didn't have enough
streng0 to run with the
IThiversity of New Hampshire
- _and the Wildcats whitewashed
the Bears 15-50.
Last years top returning
runner, Rose Prest, hasn't run a
single race this season and on
Friday, Sue Elias, this seasons
number one runner for the Bears
and Beth Heslam, joined Prest
on the sidelines. Elias had the
flu and Heslam's, hip problem
which comes and goes, came
again.
The remaining Black Bears,
some of them nursing minor
ailments, were thus, up against a
brick wall and the door was left
wide open for UNH to "run"
through and parade by.
Maureen Connors led the
Wildcats to victory with her 22:07
win over the 3.67 mile course.
Six more UNH harriers crossed
the line before Ann England,
recovering from an ankle injury,
stopped the visitors' string of
jerseys. England's fast finish
wasn't enough to catch UNH's
Lisa Klein and thus, UNH was
able to hold on to the shutout.
(Only the top seven runners for

each team are recorded in the
final scoring).
England's 23:26 time left her
one second shy of seventh place.
After England there was a chain
of seven Bear runners with only
one link from UNH. Theresa
Lewis, Tammy Perkins and Sonja
' wn.the next
McLaillightikaikice --',
three positions after England's
eighth place showing—. --Lewis
finished 11 seconds up on
Perkins in 23:40 and Perkins
tenth place finish was six
seconds faster than McLaughin's
23:57.
After another UNH runner, the
next four places belonged to the
Helen Dawe
Black Bears.
sprinted past teammates Kern
Darceyand Jennifer Cunningham
Dawc
in the last 50 yards.
finished 13th in 24:28, a slim one
second advantage over Darcey,
and only two seconds faster than
Linda
Cunningham's time.
Emerson (16th - 25:09) capped
the chain of blue and_ white.
Head coach Jim Ballinger was
dejected after the meet-but, he
knows the team can run much
better. He feels the team will be
more competitive when everyone
is healthy.
The women harriers, who fell to
5-4, defend their state title next.
The Black Bears have wolit the
meet the last three years and this
years race will be Oct. 22 at
Bates College.

Pat Murray was named Yankee Conference Rookie of the Week (Arnold
photo)

Golfers win Northern title
by Steve Bullard
Staff Writer

Nastala, Harvard, 76; and Jack
Mariano, Lowell, 76.
The other two Maine players were
The University of Maine golf team, Bob Fernald, who shot 80. and Kurt
fulfilling the promise shown last Anderson, who shot 84.
spring with a victory in the Maine
The tournament victory lifted
State Championshipli.rroprvit,„ refaine's overall record to 53-19-1, and
prestigious title ever last Thursday helped salvage a seas"-C.:4
when the Black Bears tied Babson for marred by a disappointing 18th place
the
DM-slot, finish In - the New England InterECAC
Northern
Championship at York Golf and Tennis collegiate Championships.
Club.
"The rest of the season didn't mean
The host Black Bears posted a a thing," Mangiafico said. "Well, it
four-man score of 306 to tie Babson did, but this was the one we wanted. It
and qualify, along with Salem State was the one we've been aiming for all
and Boston College (each 313), for the season,"
The Black Bears had an advantage
ECAC Championships Oct. 15-16 at
Seven Oaks Golf Club in Hamilton, in that they were the tournament hosts
at York, where Mangiafico is the club
N.Y.
Dartmouth College took fifth at 319, champion.
"The home course advantage was
followed by St. Anselm's 320, Lowell
321, Harvard 322, Vermont 326, New definitely a big factor," Mangiafico
Hampshire 327, Merrimack 331, said. "It was nice to have people
Bentley 334, MIT 335, St. Michael's watching us and rooting for us. The
340, New England College 343, whole club was behind us, they were
Northeastern 344, Bowdoin 344 and keeping tabs on the whole team and
Colby 345.
letting us know how each other was
Keith _ Patterson
and
Scott doing."
Man giafico each fired a 5-over-par 75
"It made a difference. At tournaand Rick Boody shot 76 to lead the ments like4he New Englands there
Black Bears. Other golfers in the top may haVe been people around, but
10, all of whom qualified for the ECAC nobody,was rooting for us."
Championship, included individual
The ECAC Championship brings
champ Tom Bertrand of Babson72,; Ed together NCAA Division I. II and Ill
Budz, St. Anselm's, 72; Tom Dyer, teams from the East Coast of the
Salem State, 73; Dan Roomey, country. Last year at Yale University
Colby.74; John Enderson, UNH, 76; Divisidt, III national champion Ramapo
Dave Savage, St. Anselm's 76; Chet won the title.
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Football sensation'Dupree dropped by Oklahoma team

rff1
- 0,,x,;

upset. The Only way he could come
NORMAN,Okla. AP--Marcus Dupree,
back is if they want him and I don't
the outstanding sophomore tailback at
think they do."
the University of Oklahoma, was
Dupree, who suffered a bruised
dropped from the team Wednesday by
knee in a 24-14 loss to Ohio State on
Coach Barry Switzer for failing to
Sept. 17 and missed the following
return to campus the past three days.
game with Tulsa, has gained 369 yards
after
Dupree left the team
on 63 carries this season and managed
Oklahoma's 28-16 loss to Texas in
only 50 in 14 carries against Texas.
not
and
has
weekend
Dallas last
"He doesn't want to play football.
rejoined the Sooners, Switzer said.
He's told too many people that and
"As of now, he's off the team,"
there have been too many indications
Switzer told the Associated Press.
of that," Switzer said.
"He's probabl ., off hiding, in
"This is really a tragic waste. He's
seclusion somewhere with his friends.
obviously a superb talent but the
I don't know."
kid's got some problems."
Dupree had been given permission
Dupree's absence from the team
to visit his family in Philadelphia,
capped a tumultous season in which
Miss., after the Texas game, but did
the highly touted 19-year-old was
not return for practice Monday and
criticized by Switzer, the media and
was still missing Wednesday.
Svvitzer's office said Dupree's some of his teammates for his attitude
mother, Cella Dupree Connors, toward the game and training.
He gained 905 yards his freshman
telephoned to say she was told Dupree
was all right and still in Mississippi. season and racked up 239 in the
But Mrs. Connors told the AP she was Sooners' 32-21 loss to Arizona State in
the Fiesta Bowl on New Year's Day.
unsure of her son's whereabouts on
But Switzer blasted Dupree after the
Wednesday.
game
for being tackled from behind
"I don't know where he is. All I
several
times and hinted his star pupil
Connors
know is he's missing," itrt-s'."
was
out
of shape.
went
to
he
know
is
that
said. "All I
Dupree,
6-foot-3, 235 pounds,
it."
got
on
never
he
plane
and
a
catch
pulled a hamstring in the Fiesta Bowl,
Dupree stayed in Mississippi on
Monday, but was to have taken the causing him to miss the entire 20-day
spring workout session, further
-First plane back" to Norman on
angering Switzer.
Tuesday morning, his mother said. A
Then, during the summer, Sports
friend was to have taken Dupree to the
Illustrated
magazine reported that
airport in Jackson, Miss.
Switzer would not rule out the Dupree "hates it at Oklahoma, and his
possibility that Dupree could return to relationship with Switzer, which was
the team, but said, "When he didn't barely cordial to begin with, has
show up Monday the team was very seriously deteriorated."
a.
....--....-...,
_ -....-......r...-_,_/-_,...-_/_,.....-.....-...,
_- -.......-_,
1
-_/.r....,
_ --_/_,../-/..."..
....-....c.cce-_,v-.....--/-..-...-....-----....c.---,-_,.."- ..-....-

Both player and coach denied the
report, but Dupree then missed the
first day of fall drills and canceled
severM scheduled interview sessions.
Last week, Dupree was quoted in
USA Today, the national newspaper,
as saying he considered leaving school
earlier this season and enrolling at a
school in Mississippi. Dupree has been mentioned as a
prospective target of the young United
States Football League, which last
year signed undergraduate Heisman
Trophy winner Herschel Walker from
the University of Georgia.
But Commissioner Chet Simmons,
contacted ,at USFL headquarters in
New York, said he had not been aware

Ori

that Dupree was off the team and
reiterated previous statements that the
league would have no interest in
signing him "until his class is
graduated or until his eligibility
expires."
"We would not touch him,"
Simmons said. "I'm disappointed he's
off the team, for whatever reasons
there are. Everybody in this league is
well aware of what our policies are.
"If anybody starts to talk to him,
that team will be subject to very, very
severe disciplinary action, and any
contract signed by him would be
disallowed by this office," Simmons
said.

•

•
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Reagan attends opener
of WorldSeries
BALTIMORE AP-- President Ronald
Reagan attended Tuesday night's
opening game of the 1983 World
Series between the Baltimore Orioles
and the Philadelphia Phillies.
It was the 12th time that a president
of the United States has been at a
World Series game. Th e last time it
occurred was the seventh game of the
1979 series in Baltimore when Jimmy
Carter saw the Orioles lose to the
Pittsburgh Pirates.
The most frequent World Series
visitors from the White House were
Calvin Coolidge, who saw three games

in 1924 in Washington; and Herbert
Hoover, who saw one game in each of
series
in
consecutive
three
Philadelphia from 1929-31.
Workmen arrived three hours before
the game and installed bullet-proof
glass around the box of Orioles owner
Williams._ the
Edward
Bennett
president's host.
About one hour before game time,
both the main and auxiliary p-m-s
boxes were cleared for security checks
and all writers were required to pass
through metal detectors before returning to their assigned seats.

MASON HILL HOT TUBS
778 State Street
(At the corner of Hogan Road)
Bangor, Me.

Steakhouse
Bar Harbor Rd., Brewer

For rest, relaxatjon and enjoyment rent a spacious spa in a
private room accomodating up to six, complete with shower and
music of your choice.

Full or Part-time

HELP WANTED
WAITERS

$2.00 Off With Student I.D.
One discount per group on hourly rentals
Expires October 30, 1983
945-.5466

WAITRESSES
KITCHEN HELP
COOKS
BARTENDERS
Apply Mon.-Fri.
10:00am-9:00pm

-or

NOtLANO MN

Thursday is
Heineken
Night
$1.05
All Night
Or•
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Orioles even Series,4-1
BALTIMORE (AP)--Rookie Mike
Boddicker pitched a three-hitter and
drove in a run in only his second major
league at-bat as the Baltimore Orioles
evened the 1983 World Series at one
game apiece Wednesday night with a
4-1 victory over the Philadelphia
Phillies.
The Orioles scored their first three
runs in a fifth-inning surge ignited by
John Lowenstein's leadoff homer and
fueled by the bottom of the lineup,
which until then had collected only
four hits in postseason play.
Lowenstein also had a double and a
single in the game.
Boddicker, a right-hander throwing
a "fosh ball" - a combination
forkball-changup - allowed only an
infield single by Joe Morgan in the
fourth inning, a two-out single by Gary
Matthews in the seventh and a bloop
single by Bo Diaz in the eighth. Facing
only three more batters than the
minimum 27, he struck out three of the
first four batters he faced and Orioles'

outfielders were called upon for only
four putouts.
As a topper, Boddicker struck out
Mike Schwidt, the Phillies' slugging
first baseman, to end the game.
Boddicker walked no one - the
second night successive night Orioles
pitchers issued no free passes.
The Phillies' only run was unearned,
the result of an error by first baseman
Eddie Murray in the fourth inning.
Baltimore's victory, on a Memorial

Stadium field soaked by an all-day
rain, sent the two teams to
Philadelphia for Friday's third game
even at 1-1 in the best-of-seven series.
The Orioles will pitch left-hander Mike
Flanagan, while the Phillies go with
300-game winner Steve Carlton.
Boddicker and Philadelphia's Charles Hudson were locked in a duel of
rookie pitchers, only the fifth such
meeting in World Series history, when
Loiyenstein struck in the fifth inning.
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kntacky Fried
Chicken.
650 Broadway
BANGOR,ME 04401
945-5993

Call for information.
We deliver.
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FALL SPECIAL
$5.00offperms $1 00offcuts
though October 31 with coupon

Always
Something
New

BISHOP
JANE
Hair Stylist
Richard's Hair Stylists to Men and Women
942-8869
Bangor,Maine
78 State St.
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Earn your letter
next summer.
asimem.
It's tough to choose the right company
when all you have to go on is a bunch of
literature and a brief conversatior.with
company representatives.
It's just as tough for companies to choose
employees if all they have to go on is
college transcripts, resumes and interviews.
Weyerhaeuser has the answer.
Juniors in Engineering are invited to an information session to
learn how to qualify for a hands-on, realFworld work experience
that offers a mutual opportunity for deciding about Weyerhaeuser
as a career choice before graduation (see time and place below).

2 fo r 1
DRINKS
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Attendance at the session is an essential first step to a
Weyerhaeuser career.
• You must attend to be considered for a summer internship.
• You must have completed an internship to be considered for a
full-time career with Weyerhaeuser.
It all starts at the information session, where Weyerhaeuser
representatives will tell you about the company, about the intern
program, and about how to apply for an internship.
Session time and place:

A

Weyerhaeuser

Wouldn't it be nice to have all your
questions answered before graduation?
Come and see how it can happen.
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Rand, Sprague lead men's cross-country
number six spot with a time of
28:21. Roy Morris crossed the
line two places and nine seconds
behind Fiola.
Senior Steve
Ridley led a trio of Bears across
the line to cap the scoring for
Maine and which closed the
doors for UNH and Colby.
Ridley's 28:45 was good for 11th
place with teammates Ken
Letourneau (28:57) , and Jon
Rummler (29:00) close behind in
12th and 13th.

by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer

1,4

Senior Sheril Sprague led the
soon-to-be-graduates on the harrier squad over the Bears 5.6
mile course for the last time last
Friday.
Sprague followed teammate
Glendon Rand, who has one
more year of eligibility, across
the line in a double-dual meet
versus the University of New
Hampshire and Colby. Maine's
depth proved too strong for both
visiting teams to handle as the
Bears stopped UNH 24-35 and
Colby 21-38 and raised its record
to 8-2.
Aaron Lessing of UNH pulled
away from Rand and Sprague
with a half-mile remaining to win
in 27:47. Rand and Sprague,
however, joined the elite Bear
harriers who broke the magic 28
minute mark. Rand finished
second in 27:52 and Sprague was
another five seconds back to
claim third.

Other harrier seMors who ran
the course for the last time were:
Allen Pierce (15th - 29:12) who
was tripped up less than 200
yards into the race, Mike
Leighton (17th/ - 29:25), John
Mills (19th /- 29:33), Peter
Bottomley (27th - 29:54) who is
recovering from a sickness, Jchn
Condon (34th - 30:15). and
Glen Holyoke (44th - 30:43)•
Coach/Jim Ballinger is happy
with the teams' performance this
year and he said Friday's meet
was another strong showing for
the hears. He feels this years
team is one of the better ones he
has coached. Assistant coach 0.
J. Logue goes one step higher
and he said this years team could
be the best.

Both Rand and Sprague felt
going out a little faster with
Lessing and Tom Pickering of
Colby, who fell off the pace with
a mile to go and finished fourth
in 28:05, made the pace seem
easier and thus, enabled them to
break the barrier.
John Fiola, another senior,
continued his fine running this
season.
He finished in the

The team does not run again
until Saturday Oct. 22 at the
Eastern Championships held at
Bryant College in Rhode Island.
Sheri! Sprague sprints for finish line in earlier action (Morris photo).
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Fly with the finest.
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
Marine aviator If you're a college freshman,
sophomore or junior, you could qualify for
our undergraduate-Officer Commissioning
Program and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation. All training is conducted

during the summer. There are no on-campus
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
the school year _
Seniors-can qualify for the graduate Officer
Commissioning Program and attend training
after graduation.

This isan excellent opportunity to prow yourself amongst the best and start off
making from $17,000 to $23,000
a year. See if you measure up.
Check out the Marine Corps Officer Commissioning Programs.
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See your Marine Corps Officer Representative at Wells Commons on Oct. 18th, 19th, and 20th from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m., or call collect 603-668-0830
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